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Abstract— For linear autonomous difference—differential systems with commensurable delays, the 
problem of damping the solution by using a linear difference—differential controller with a state feed­
back is solved. A generalization of these results to linear autonomous difference—differential systems 
of neutral type with commensurable delays in the case of a continuous solution is proposed. A distinc­
tive feature of the present work is that the initial system is not completely controllable.
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IN TRODU CTIO N
A key issue of automatic control theory is constructing controllers that ensure prescribed properties for 
a system. In this connection it is necessary to consider the problems of stabilization [1—4], modal control­
lability [5,6], spectral reducibility [7, 8], and complete controllability using a feedback [9— 11]. Consider 
the last-nam ed problem in greater detail.
The problem of complete controllability (complete damping) had been originally stated by Krasovskii 
[ 12] for systems with time delay and then was considered by many researchers (historical data can be found 
in [13, 14], and they are not discussed in the present paper). In [13—15], a generalization o f this problem 
in the sense of damping the system’s solution by using a constantly control was proposed. For the most 
part, the results of investigating the complete controllability problem and its generalizations [13—15] are 
solvabihty criteria and methods for constructing open-loop controls. As an exception we point out to [9—11], 
where a one-input linear difference—differential system is damped by a feedback. The basic idea is to 
ensure the pointwise singularity of a closed-loop system in the directions corresponding to phase variables 
of the initial system by using a a complete damping controller. In this case, the necessary and sufficient 
condition of the existence of such a controller is the complete controllability condition [ 16], which coin­
cides with the spectral controllability condition [17] (the complete controllability of a finite-dimensional 
subsystem that corresponds to every spectral value of the initial system).
In the case of m ulti-input systems with many delays in control the complete (spectral) controllability 
conditions are not needed for the existence of an open-loop control that damps the solution [13—15]. 
Consequently the question arises of whether it is possible to close a not completely controllable system by 
a linear feedback in such a way as to ensure for the initial system the equality x(t) = 0, i > h no m atter what 
the initial state of the system may be. In the present paper, we obtain conditions for parameters of a system 
with commensurable delays under which the answer to this question is positive. The sufficient existence 
conditions of such a feedback coincide with the criterion of damping of incompletely controllable systems 
solution [14, 15].
The paper is organized as follows. In Sections 1—3, for a m ulti-input linear difference—differential sys­
tem, we construct a linear controller that ensures that the solution is damped in the case where the com ­
plete controllability condition is violated. In Section 4, the proposed procedure is generalized to the case 
of a system of neutral type with a continuous solution.
1. STRUCTURE OF CONTROLLER FOR SYSTEMS W ITH TIM E DELAYS
Suppose that a plant is described by the linear autonomous difference—differential system with com ­
mensurable delays
x(t) -  ^  Дх(і -  ih) + ^^BjU(t -  ih), i > 0 ( 1. 1)
( =  0 ( =  0
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and the initial condition
x(t)-r\(t),  м(і) = м°(і), i e [-т/г, 0], ( 1.2)
where x
ьП~ХП
is a solution of Eq. (1.1), u e U  is a piecewise continuous control, 
Ą  e [R'"'", Bj e i = 0, m, are constant matrices, and A > 0 is a constant delay. Assume that in initial con­
dition (1.2) the function T| e C([-mA,0], R"), where C([-mA,0], R") is the space ofcontinuous vector func­
tions on the interval [-mh, 0] with values in R", and u^(t), t e [-mh, 0] is an arbitrary piecewise continuous 
function.
If we define the polynomial matrices
( =  0 ( =  0
and assume that z  is the shift operator (i. e ., ;^(0 = then system (1.1) can be rewritten in the oper­
ator form as x{t) = A{z)x{t) + B{z)u{t). For convenience, use this notation below.
The complete controhability (complete damping) criterion for system (1.1) has the form [16]
хапк[ХЕ„ -  A(e "̂̂ ),B{e *̂)j = л V e C, (1.3)
where Ej, e is the identity matrix and C is the set of complex numbers. Recall that system (1.1) is
called completely controllable if, for every initial condition (1.2), there exists a time > 0 and a control 
u(t), t e (0, h -  mh\, u(t) = 0, t > t i - m h  such that
x(t) = 0, t > ti- (1.4)
As is shown in [9—11], for systems (1.1) with a scalar control without delays under the condition of 
complete controllability (1.3), identity (1.4) can be ensured by a state feedback controller. However, the 
controllers presented in [9—11] are not extended automatically to the general case of systems (1.1). There 
are two reasons for this. First, for systems of the general form (1.1), criterion (1.3) is not a necessary con­
dition for the existence of an open-loop control without the requirement u(t) = 0, t > t^-  mh, which 
ensures (1.4) [14, 15]. Second, if  condition (1.3) is violated, the input feedback control must change its 
structure according to a certain difference equation; below this issue is considered in more detail (see The­
orem 1).
The problem of choosing a control u{t), / > 0 that ensures identity (1.4) without the requirement 
u{t) = Q, / >  h -  mAwUl be called, in contrast to the complete damping problem [9—12, 14, 16], the prob­
lem  of damping the system solution.
In the present work, it is proposed to damp a system solution by a linear difference—differential con­
troller of the form
u{t) = Zi(z)x(/) + eiX„+i(0 + T \|/(0, / > 0,
\|/(0 = S'z\|/(0 + K2(z)x(t), t > 0,
■««+i(0 = Fl{z)x(t) + Fl{z)x„̂ y(t) + F /(z)t(0 ,  ̂ > 0, 





where Ki{z) e R'̂ ”̂ [z] and K 2{z) e [г] (R*‘̂ *̂  [^] is the set of x 2̂ matrices whose elements are poly­
nomials of the variable z),  F e S £ is a certain natural number, -  co l[l,0 ,..., 0] g R' ,̂
F^z)  e R^^” [z], Fliz) e R̂ ^̂  [z], F^z)  g R̂ ^̂  [z], F,\z)  g R^^"[z], F^iz) g R̂ ^̂  [z], F^iz) e R̂ ^̂  [z]; g R, 
\|/ G R'̂ ,̂ and у = со1[уі,..., y^] G R^ are additional variables. The functions x(/), t < -mh, x„+i(/), y(/), and 
\|/(t) (t < 0) can be arbitrary continuous functions.
R e m a r k  1. We describe more precisely how the control is formed by controller (1.5)—(1.8). On each 
fixed half-interval (Ih, (I + 1)A] (/ = 0,1,...), the control u(t), / > 0 is linearly expressed in terms of x, 
and у using (1.5) and difference equation (1.6). We substitute this control into (1.1), supplement the
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resultant relation with Eqs. (1.7) and (1.8), and obtain on the half-interval Qh, (I + l)h] (I = 0,1,...) a linear 
autonomous differential system with the solution co\[x,x„^i,y].
We formulate the solvabhity conditions for the problem of damping the system’s solution and describe 
the matrices T  and S that appear in the structure of controher (1.5)—(1.8). For this purpose, by analogy 
with [13—15], we consider the sequence of vectors 5î , к -  m, m + \ , ... that is the solution of the difference 
equation
=0, ł  = m, m + 1,... (1.9)
( = 1
produced by the initial condition 5,- = 5,-, / = 0, m -1 .. The sequence Ъ̂ , к -  m, m + 1,... exists if and only if 
(see [13—15]) 5„_,- = Tf, i = l,m, where 7]- e are certain matrices and c £ is an arbitrary constant 
vector (the same for ah matrices 7)). A procedure for constructing the matrices 7̂  is presented in [ 13— 15], 
and it is not described here. Note that its implementation is always possible and consists in solving the 
finite number of homogeneous algebraic systems. In (1.5) and in the subsequent discussion, we assume 
that T - T „ .
We find an arbitrary matrix S that satisfies the equations
а д ^  + Х Д -т; =о, k ^ 2 ,m .
i = \
The existence of the matrix S follows from the definition of the matrices 7̂ . N ote that
m
'■ = 0. (1.10)
1 = 0
Define matrices Gq -  BqT  and -  Gi_iS + ДТ, / = 1, m. We take into account that
m
1 =  0




The following result is true [ 14].
T h e o r e m  1 (the criterion of damping the system solution). In order for any initial condition (1.2) 
of system (1.1) to have a control u{t) , 1 > 0 that ensures (1.4), it is necessary and sufficient that the fohow- 
ing equality holds:
x&r±{XE„ -  G { e = л V g C.-X h . ( 1. 11)
In  w hat follows we suppose that condition (1.11) holds. Now we proceed to constructing con tro l­
ler (1.5)—(1.8) that ensures identity (1.4).
2. TH E CONTROEEER CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURE
Firet, we explain the influence of the function \|/, which appear in the structure of controher (1.5)—(1.8), 
on the dynamics of the closed-loop system. For this purpose, we prove the fohowing lemma, in which we 
incidentally specify the exact form  o f a system satisfied by the functions x, у  in the case o f con ­
troller (1.5)-(1.8).
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L e m m a .  Assume that Kj{z) , / = 1,2 and F/ (z) , i  = l, 3, j  = 1,2 are arbitrary polynomial matrices of the 
size indicated above. For ah x(t), y(f) ^ 0), the functions x(t), x„_̂ _i(t), y(t) for t > mh satisfy
the linear autonomous difference-differential system with commensurable delays
( 2 . 1)
~x{t) ■zf(z) + B{z)K^{z) + G(z)K2 (z) B(z)ei ~xit)
= Bhz) Fliz) Fliz) x„At)
П ) A \ z) F^iz) Ą \ z)_ L(0
where 0„ is a zero matrix.
P r o o f .  Suppose that \|/(i), 1 > 0 is determined by Eq. (1.6). Using the definition of the matrices Gj we 
make the following transformations:
m -  I m -  I
адГг|/(0 = = (?oV(0 + X  (^-1 -  G iS)z‘̂ V t )  = - X
1=0 1=0 1=0 1=0
^G(z)(E,^-zS)^^l(t).
In the last equality, we used the fact that = 0. In view of (1.6), we finally come to the equality
B(z)Txy(t) = G{z)K,{z)x(t). (2.2)
Now we substitute the control m(1), 1 > 0 determined by formula (1.5) into system (1.1) and replace 
B{z)T^y{t) in accordance with (2.2). As a result we obtain that the solution co\\x{t),x„ +i(0u(0] ( t> m h ) o y  
system (1.1) closed by controller (1.5)—(1.8) satisfies (2.1). The lemma is proved.
Let us describe the procedure for constructing controller (1.5)—(1.8) that ensures identity (1.4) for the 
solution of system (1.1). Let B{z) = \B{z), G{z)\ and consider a couple of matrices {A{z),B{z)}- In view 
of (1.1) we have
rank[.5(z), . . . ,  A"^ {̂z)B{z)\ = n
(hereinafter, by the rank of a polynomial matrix we mean [18] the maximum order of its m inor that is not 
identical zero). We choose columns 5̂  (z), i = 1,0 of the matrix .S(z) in such a way that the following equal­
ities hold:
rank[A (z ),..., A " ' ^ \ z ) b A z ) , b A z ) , A " ^ ^ \ z ) b A z ) , A ’'^^\z)b.{z)\
A''^^\z)bAz),bAz), A"^^\z)b, (z),..., A"'^\z)b,.(z), A"'{z)b. (z)j= rank[Z),^z),...,..
-  Щ+ ГІ2 + ... + ttj, 7 = 1, 0, Щ + ГІ2 + ... + Щ = n.
Define
Ą(z) = [b,,(z),..., A"'^\z)b,^{z),b,^{z), ...,A"^^\z)b,^{z), ...,b,^(z), ... ,A ’“> \̂z)b,^(z)].
Taking into consideration that rank rankAj(z) = n, we construct [18] a square polynomial matrix 
R(z) , det R(z) = const 0 such that the matrix R(z}A^(z) has the structure
'0 0 . *
Riz)Abiz) = 0 * *
* * *
where the symbol * denotes some polynomials; here, polynomials on the second diagonal are different 
from identical zero. N ote that multiplying the matrix A^(z) by the matrix R{z) on the left is equivalent to 
elementary transformations of its rows.
Let A{z) = R{z)A{z)R~\z) and B(z) = R{z)B{z). Lor simplicity, assume that Sj = 1 in the matrix A^{z). 
Then, the first column bi{z) of B{z) has the form col [O,..., 0, (z)], where b (z) is a polynomial.
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Since equality (1.11) holds, хапк{кЕ„ -  A(e B(e = n \ f  X g C.  In view of the last condition, we
can construct (see [19]) a polynomial matrix K(z) such that
xank{XE„ -  D(e ^*), bi(e ^*)j = n У X C, (2.3)
where D(z) = A(z) + B(z)K(z).
Consideration the auxhiary linear autonomous difference—differential system with commensurable 
delays
x(0 = D(z)x(t) + Eiz)x„^i{t), t > 0, 
^«+i(0 = v(0, t > 0,
(2.4)
(2.5)
where x = col [x j,..., x„] e IR" (x„+i e IR) is the solution of system (2.4) and (2.5) and v(i), i > 0 is a scalar 
piecewise continuous control action. There is no need to dehne concretely the initial condition of 
system (2.4) and (2.5) for the subsequent considerations. It fohows from (2.3) that
rank XE„-D{z)  -M z)  0„
0 Я, 1
= n + l У X G C,
where 0„ = col[0,..., 0] e R"; i.e., for system (2.4), (2.5), complete controllability criterion (1.3) is satis- 
hed. Using the procedure described in [9], we construct a complete damping controher of system (2.4), (2.5). 
We write this controher as
v(0 = E\(z)x(t) + E2(z)x„ î(t) + u/(z)y(0, t > 0,
y(t) = Ę\z)x( t)  + E2 (z)x„+i(i) + E2 {z)y(t), г > 0,
( 2.6)
(2.7)
and Ў = со1[Уі,..., y j  e R \  s is a certain natural number,
E^iz) e R -" [z], E^z)  e R̂ ^̂  [z], U/(z) e R̂ ^̂  [z], Ę \ z )  e R^^" [z], U/(z) e R̂ ^̂  [z], and u /(z) e R̂ ^̂  [z]. In 
accordance with the construction of the complete damping controher [9], closed-loop system (2.4)—(2.7) 
is pointwise singular in the directions corresponding to the first n + I components of its solution, i.e., the
. In otherwords, there exists a time h > 0 such that, regardless of the initial con-
where the auxiliary variables
”1/ \ Г 1 \ o lxl
n̂+l
components Xj, X j,..., x„+i 
ditions x(i),x„+i(i), КО (t ^ 0), the following identities hold:
Xj(t) = 0, t >ti,  i = I,n + 1. ( 2.8)
In relations (1 .5)-(1.8) we put K(z) = K(z)R(z) = col[iTi(z),ir2(z)], Ki(z) g  R "" [z], K 2(z) e [z],
U/(z) = Ei(z}R(z), and Ei (̂z) = Ei{z)R(z)', the matrices T, S, and Е / {z) for / =  2 ,3  an d j =  1, 2 are specihed 
above. Controher (1.5)—(1.8) is constructed.
Let us demonstrate that the constructed controher reahy ensures equality (1.4) for system (1.1). For 
this purpose, we consider system (2.1). In this system, we change to new variables by the formula
col[x(0, x„+i(0,y{t) ] = diag[i? ^(z), 1, UJcol[x(0,x„+i(/),у (/)]• (2.9)
As a result, we obtain system (2.4)—(2.7). Transformation (2.9) is nonsingular; hence, (2.8) implies that 
system (2.1) is pointwise singular in the directions corresponding to the hrst n + I variables. Therefore, for 
any initial function q in (1.2), identity (1.4) holds.
R e m a r k  2. If condition (1.3) holds for the initial system, then in order to construct controher (1.5)—(1.8) 
we repeat the above reasoning with the matrix G{z) = 0. Here, in controher (1.5)—(1.8) it is necessary to 
put A =  0, T =  0, and ^ 2(z) = 0; i.e., Eq. (1.6) can be eliminated from the structure of the controher.
3. JUSTIFICATION OF AFGEBRAIC FIN K  IN TH E CO NTRO FFER’S STRUCTURE
In controher (1.5)—(1.8), we have an algebraic link, which is determined by Eq. (1.6). Therefore, input 
action (1.5) as a function of argument x  on each half-interval {Ih, (I + l)h] (/ = 0,1,...) wih change its own 
structure. If  complete-controhabUity condition (1.3) holds for system (1.1), then (in accordance with 
Remark 2) an input action considered as a function o f the argument x  wUl have the fixed structure. In the 
general case, it is impossible to construct a controher with an input action of the fixed structure over x
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(i.e., a controller of a simpler type) in such a way that the controller ensures (1.4). We justify this by the 
following result.
P r o p o s i t i o n .  Suppose that condition (1.3) is violated for system (1.1). If  the control u{t), i > 0 
ensures identity (1.4) for system (1.1), then, for i > ij = ii + mh, this control can be represented in  the 
form  м(і) = r(p(i) + p(i) ( t > t 2), where the function cp(i), i > ij -  Л satisfies the difference equation 
Ф(0 = * ф (0  , / ^  the function > h — mh) satisfies the equation B{z)\i(f) = 0, t > І2 and the
initial condition p(i) = 0 for 1 e (ij -  mh,t2\-
P r o o f .  Assume that condition (1.3) is violated. In this case, if the control м(і), i > 0 ensures identity (1.4), 
then (see [14]) the following equality holds:
B(z)u(t) = 0, t > І2- 
We rewrite (3.1) in the form




where %(i) = u{t + kh), к = -  1),... . For each fixed t e (І2,І2 + relation (3.2) is a difference
equation of type (1.9). Since (3.2) has the solution u(t), t > 0, then there exists (see [14]) a piecewise con­
tinuous function fit) (t e (?2,?2 + such that m_,(0 = 2j/(i) (t e (?2,?2 + h], i = l,m).
Define the fimetions %(i) (t e (І2,І2 + by the equalities
u_i(t) = ТВ""fit), i = l,m, ą ( 0  = г а " " Vfc(0, t e (І2,І2 +h],  ł  = 0,1,... . (3.3)
(/ = l,m) and the functions ф*(0In (3.3), it is taken into account that 7] = TS 
it e (?2,12 + ^] Д  = 0,1,...) are determined by the equation
m
B,TS"'-\,(t) + ^ д .га^-'ф .^хо = 0, i e (І2,t2 + h\, к = 0,1,
1 =  1
(3.4)
and the initial condition ф_,(і) = f i t )  it e (І2,І2 + t -i^,ni). Using equality (1.10), straightforwardly verify 
that the functions ф ,̂(і) = Аф ,̂_і(і) it e it2f i  + /г], к = 0,1,...) satisfy Eq. (3.4). Hence, functions (3.3) sat­
isfy Eq. (3.2) (for Define the function ф by the equalities ф(і) = А'”"̂ ф̂ ,(і -  к/г),
i e (?2 + kh,t2 + ik  + V)h], к = -1 ,0 ,... . Then, the function й(і) = Еф(і) ft > 2̂) satisfies Eq. (3.1) with the
initial data Uf -  ih) -  TJif), t e (І2,І2 + i -  We put p(i) = м(і) -  й(і), t > t2 ~ mh. The proposition is 
proved.
R e m a r k  3. In view of (2.2), Дг)(Е\|/(і) + p(i)) = Biz)T\ifit) -  Giz)K2fz)xit) fo ri > ?2 ~ nih. Hence, the 
function p does no affect (see the lemma) the solution x(i), t > mh of closed-loop system (1.1). This deter­
mines the form of Eq. (1.5) of the controller.
R e m a r k  4. We can construct a controller that ensures for system (2.1), in addition to identity (1.4), 
a finite spectrum and asymptotic stability. Eor this purpose, it is necessary to apply the results of [10, 11] 
to system (2.8), (2.9). However, a distributed delay will generally appear in the closed-loop system in this case.
4. CONSTRUCTION OE A CONTROEEER EOR A SYSTEM OE NEUTRAE TYPE
In this section, we consider the construction of a controller with a state feedback in the case of a linear 
autonomous difference-differential system of the neutral type with many commensurable delays
Z  m \  m m
xf)  -  Lixjt -  ih) = 'y' Aixjt -  ih) BjUjt -  ih), t > 0, (4.1)
dt i^i
where Д  e . АП other designations that are used in this section without a clarification have the earlier 
meaning. Eor the initial condition of system (4.1), we use set (1.2) with the initial function
T| e c{^-mh,h\,U."^ and an arbitrary piecewise continuous function u°. In accordance with [20], by the
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solution of system (4.1) we m ean a continuous (not necessarily differentiable) function x{t), t > -mh, that 
coincides with the function r| for t e [-mh, 0] and satisfies (4.1) almost everywhere.
Definee the polynomial matrix
U z)  =
1=1
and consider the polynomial matrix
f -1
G(z) =
( =  0
where the matrices G,- were defined before (see Section 1). We have the following result [15].
T h e o r e m  2 (the criterion of solution damping). In order for any initial condition (1.2) of system (4.1) 
a control u(t), t > 0 that ensures (1.4) to exist, it is necessary and sufficient that the following equalities 
simultaneously hold:
(i) rank[MT'„ -  Де"^")) -  Де"^'’),(?(е"^'’)] = n УХ С,





R e m a r k  5. Ifw eputG (e ^*) = 0 in (4.2), then the resultant condition together with condition (4.3) 
gives the complete-controllability criterion [15] for system (4.1).
Consider the construction of a linear feedback that ensures identity (1.4) for the solution x of system (4.1). 
We assume that conditions (4.2) and (4.3) hold. It follows from (4.3) that det [E„ -  L(z)] = 1. Suppose П(г) 
is the inverse matrix of the matrix [E„ -  L(z)]. Introduce the notation Д (г )  = A{z)I\{z)- Then, in view 
of (4.2), we have
х&пк[ХЕ„ -  Д(е"^*), Де"^*),С(е"^*)] = п У Х ^ С .  (4.4)
Consequently, for the linear autonomous difference—differential system (with the solution x £ IR")
Щ) = Тд(г)Д0 + B(z)u(t), t > 0, (4.5)
there exists a controller (of type (1.5)—(1.8)) that ensures identity x(i) = 0, t >ty for a certain > 0 inde­
pendently of the initial condition of system (4.5). We represent this controller in the form
u(t) = Д (z)x(0 + + T \|/(0, i > 0, (4.6)
\|/(0 = Szy(t) + K 2(z}Ąt), t >0,  (4.7)
= E l i z W )  + ЕІ(z)x„+i(0 + El{z)y(t), г > 0, (4.8)
y(t) = E, \ z)m) + T/(z)x„,i(0 + E^{z)y(t), t > 0, (4.9)
where all designations are the same as in (1.5)—(1.8). We substitute (4.6) into Eq. (4.5) to obtain
m  = {Aj,{z) + B{z)K,{z))x{t) + B{z)e,x„,,{t)+B{z)T^y{t), t > 0 .  (4.10)
In Eqs. (4.6)—(4.10), we change the variables: x(t) -  [E„ -  L(z)]x(t). After analyzing the resultant rela­
tions, we arrive at the following conclusion: the controller
u(t) = Д  (z) [E„ -  L(z)] x(t) + eiX„_n(0 + T\\i(t), t >  0,
\|/(0 = Szy{t) + K jiz) [E„ -  Z(z)] x(t), i > 0,
= E/(z) [E„ -  L{z)] X(0 + ЕІ(z)x„+i(0 + El{z)y(f) , i > 0,
y(t) = E ,\z) [E„ -  L(z)] x(t) + E/(z)x„,i(0 + Ą \z )y ( t) , i > 0 
ensures for the solution of system (4.1) the identity 
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A A  . ■■
К ^ n x n  • ■■ ^ n x n ^ n x n
P kxk ^  n x n  • .. A ^ n x n
Introduce the notation
x{t) -  col[x(0 , -  ( m -  l)h)\, L -
We rewrite Eq. (4.15) as
x{t) = Lx{t -h ) ,  t >t i .  (4.16)
Using the Laplace theorem  for determinants and (4.3), we obtain the equality d&i{kE^„ -  Ё] = 'k""',
/V /V Лй
i.e., Z is a nilpotent matrix. Denote by ^ the index ofnilpotency of Z {L = 0). It follows from (4.16) and 
the nilpotency of the matrix Z that x{t) = 0 for t > t i + ( ^ - l ) h .  From  the last equality, in view of the struc­
ture of the matrix Z , we have x{t) = 0 for i > h , where h = Fj + (^ -  m)h..
Now we specify a system that is satisfied by the functions x, у  in the case of system (4.1) closed by 
controIler(4.11)—(4.14). As a result of the change of variables x(i) = \_E„ -  Дг)]х(і), we obtain closed-loop 
system (4.5)—(4.9) whose solution satisfies a system of type (2.1). Therefore, in system (2.1), we formally 
change x{t) to [Z„ -  Z(z)] x{t) and x{t) to d  ([Z„ -  Z(z)] x{t)) /dt .  Eventually we obtain a linear autonomous 
difference—differential system of neutral type with commensurable delays.
5. EXAMPLE
Consider system (4.1) with the matrices (m = 3, л = 2)
2 + 2z’
m  = 0 0'2 Л , A{z) =_z + z 0_
3 -  4 z ' -  2z'
1 1 2 3
2 - 2 z - 3 ^ - ^  3 + ^
0 5z"
2 Л 2Z -  Z 4z
A = In 2. For this system, the complete-controllability condition formulated in Remark 5 is violated. We 
calculate T -  col[l, 0], 5* = 1, and G{z) = col[0, z]- A simple check shows that conditions (4.2) and (4.3) of 
Theorem  2 are met. We find the matrix
n(z) =
i 0
_z + z  1 
and construct system (4.5):
2z + 3 2z + 2
Z^+Z + 2 ^ + 3
x(i) +
0 5z"
2 , 2  
Z -  Z 4z
u{t), i > 0. (5.1)
N ote that complete-controllability condition (1.3) is also violated for system (5.1). Using Section 2, 
we construct controller (1.5)—(1.8) for system (5.1). Here, the matrix
0 5z" o'
2 , 2
Z -  Z 4z z
hence, we can immediately put R{z) = Z2, A(z) -  A(z), B(z) -  B(z). Here it is convenient to take = 3. 
By the procedure described in [ 19], we obtain
m  = K(z) =
1 0  
0 0 
0 9
and write out system (2.4), (2.5)
x(t) = 3 + 2z 2 + 2z 
2 + 2z 3 + 2z
x(t) + Хз(0, t >0 ,
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x^(t)-v(t) ,  t > 0 .
According to the procedure described in [9], the characteristic polynom ial d(p) o f closed-loop sys-
2
tem  (2.4)—(2.7) can be taken in the form d(p) -  p  (j> -  l){p -  5). We calculate the polynomial matrices
Fi(z) -  Fi\z), Fi(z) -  Fi(z), and F/(z) ,i  = 2,3, j  = 1,2, which appear in (2.7). As an example, we write1̂/ Ч 7̂ 2
pi/ X 1 35 2 ,9 7  3 29 4 49 5 , 6
^ 3 f e ) = 7 T ^ - 7 T ^  +7 7 ^  - 7 7 ^  “ 77^64 64 64 64 32
2 ^ 7 9 0 5 6 4 8 ^
\ 158565 62ІПІIn 2/ \
17 , 82025584) 2 , , _  , ___________. .
--------- 1----------------- \z + ------------ 1--------------- ]Z
311n2 158565 I \621n2 52855 I
63  8738096) 3
---------------  ------------------------------I 7
17 82025584) 4 _ / 32 54119936)
311n2 158565 \311n2 158565 /
5z .
1 1 2  2We do not write out the remaining matrices Fi (z), F2 (z), 7) (z), 7  ̂(F), because they are lengthy. The way 
for calculating them  can be seen in [9] (formulas (18), (20)—(22), (26)). Then, using considerations of 









Хз(0 + \\i(t), t > 0,
x(t), t > 0, (5.2)
M t)  = Fi\z)x(t) + fI (z)x3(0 + F3{z)y{t), t >0 ,
y(t) = F^izM) + F2 (z)x3(t) + F3{z)y(t), t > 0,




x{t) + Хз(0 +
\\i(t) -  \|/(i -  h) +
M t)  = 7=’/(z)
9 2 9 9— Z - - Z  -
. 5  5 5.
0'1
y(t) = Ą \ z )
- z  - z  1
1 0'
2 1- z  - z  1
\|/(0, i > 0,
x(t), t > 0,
x{t) + F2 (z)x3(t) + Fl{z)y{t), i > 0,
(5.3)
x{t) + F2 (Z)X3(t) + F3 (z)y(t), t > 0.
The fulfillment of identity (1.4) for the system under consideration that is closed by constructed con­
troller (5.3) follows (see [9]) from the pointwise singularity of system (2.1) corresponding (see the lemma) 
to system (5.1), (5.2).
CONCLUSIONS
For linear autonomous difference—differential systems of neutral type with a continuous solution, a 
procedure for constructing a linear feedback that ensures the damping of the solution to the initial system 
is proposed. A distinctive feature of the present work is that it presents a way of applying the controller in 
question to systems that are not complete-controllable.
O f specific interest are systems of the neutral type (4.1) in the case of an absolutely continuous initial 
function. The existence conditions of an open-loop control that ensures condition (1.4) for a solution of 
such systems are obtained in [13]. However, it is very difficult to construct a required controller when these 
conditions are fulfilled. If  the characteristic quasi-polynomial of the corresponding homogeneous system 
is of the delay type, then it follows from Section 4 that the situation becomes opposite. In some cases, the 
delay type of the characteristic quasi-polynomial can be obtained by using the results of [6].
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